PREP MOMENTS
Dear Parents

NEC ASPERA TERRENT

So, folks, we’ve come to that perfect excuse for social
distancing, Half-Term! We’ve been speaking about social
distancing for a year now and we’ve become very good
at it. As a headmaster, I’ve been practising social
distancing during Half-Tterms and holidays for about 25
years now. So it’s something of an art in my family.
What better excuse to stay away from others than to go
up river or to the beach, out into the Karoo or into the
mountains to isolate. There can’t be too many better
feelings than waking up to a Karoo sunrise in the
middle of nowhere and knowing that you are the only
ones for miles around. No temperatures to be taken, no
app screening to do and no sanitising! We all need the
break, so please do enjoy it.
Thanks to all our families for your patience in the
morning queues (and school queues in general), for your
ongoing support of the school’s protocols and for making
sure you all stay safe. My thanks too to the staff who are
out every morning patiently taking temperatures, entering
codes and helping children out of vehicles.
Also to those we don’t see – the maintenance staff who
go out every morning and every afternoon and sanitise
every building, venue and space that has been used by
the children – and the kitchen
staff who do the same thing in
Memory Hall, except they do it
five times a day (three meals
and two teas).
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Heraclitus, one of the pre-Socratic philosophers in
ancient Greece said, “The only thing that is constant is
change.” We have become so used to “doing things differently” and reacting to last minute turnabouts or
regulations that it’s almost unnoticed now. But the
continuous change is stressful and a break is needed.
Make sure you all make the most of it!
Speaking of change, I am delighted to announce the
appointment of Ms Malaika Salbany as the Grade 4
Teacher from 1 April 2021. Ms Salbany hails from
Pretoria and is a product of St Mary’s and the University
of Pretoria. Ms Salbany will be down towards the end of
this term to spend some time with the Grade 4s before
we say farewell to Mrs Sparks.
I can also announce the appointment of Mrs Rose
Gumunyu as our new Receptionist. Rose is married to
Patrick, the College Director of Sport and House
Master of Espin House (also the immediate past Director
of Sport at Prep). Rose is well known to us as a parent
and recent receptionist and cashier at one of our local
nurseries.Rose will be in Reception from 1 March as we
say farewell to Mrs Ranchhod at the
end of February.
Travelling mercies to all those
who are going far (or near) and
we will see you all on the other
side of Half-Term.
Mr B
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(Don’t) Play With Your Food!
In the last couple of weeks, the Pre-Preppies have
experienced a full sensory immersion into the topic “My
Fabulous Five Senses.” Following class discussions on
the sense organs, we have painted with coloured ice
and spices; delved our unsuspecting fingers blindly into
feely-boxes; played (often raucous) listening games;
gone on a sensory treasure hunt on the Prep campus;
made some super groovy glasses; and got to “eye out”
Miss Y’s contact lenses.
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The Grade R class had a “smelling” competition where
we passed around jars of various scents and got to
vote for and graph our favourites. Vanilla was the clear
winner, but with a discussion on individualism and “being
your own boss”, even vinegar got one triumphant vote!

sensory tray of cooked spaghetti and wet cornflour – the
delighted squeals could be heard throughout the
Pre-Primary and gardens!
After what has been a busy and fun-filled start to 2021,
we wish you a restful Half-Term, and look forward to
delving into a new topic with our little ones when term
picks up again!
Ms Megan Yendall
Grade R Teacher

A highlight of the past week was the taste test, where
our taste buds were put to work discerning the difference
between the bitterness of raw broccoli, versus dark
chocolate. Many giggles were shared as both learners
and teachers braved the sour taste of lemons! An
additional highlight was the rare opportunity to “play with
our food” when Mrs Brown set up a wonderfully messy
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Our incredible brain
“We see with our eyes

but we see with the brain as well.
And seeing with the brain
is often called imagination”
- Oliver Sacks
The Grade 2s have had a fantastic time over the last two
weeks learning about all the parts of the body that make
them who they are. They have discovered how important
their bones are, learnt all about their organs that allow
them to live and function everyday as well as the muscles that they use all the time to move. Our most recent
topic has been the nervous system and how our brain
runs our whole body.
The children spent time learning about how the brain
sends messages all over the body so that we can live
and do things. They also learnt that each part of the brain
has a different job to do. We spent time making “brain
caps” so that they could visually see what parts of the
brain did what. They had a wonderful time creating the
caps and then getting to wear them during class time.
It sure gave new meaning to the expression “Put your
thinking caps on”.
Ms Kirsten Porter
Grade 2.2 Teacher
Make every second count
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Create, Play, Chill, Repeat!
The boys’ weekend began on a fun note, spending Friday afternoon
at DSG watching and participating in various sport games.
Saturday started with a creative project. Ms Cordell was kind enough
to give up her Saturday morning to run an art class with our
boarders. The children created clay sculptures to reflect their pride in
their school and House. Later, as a Prep Saturday afternoon tradition, they enjoyed a delicious braai lunch and a lovely swim.
The rest of the weekend was spent catching up on some work for
those who did not finish their school projects during the week, playing on the field, watching games, connecting with friends over fun
board games, reading, coding and sharpening their typing skills. It
was a fun-packed weekend of creating, playing and relaxing.
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Mr Sibulele Magini
Duty Housemaster
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On Friday 19 February, our Preppies took to
the
tennis courts for the first time in almost a
Sp
year. As expected, the boys were very keen to
play a school fixture against DSG. Seeing that
both schools were short on numbers, the agreement
amongst the coaches was to play mixed doubles. As a
result, the focus was more on individual development,
rather than team performance.

Eye on the Ball
On Friday, the Senior Preppies played their first soccer
fixture against DSG. As the event was a friendly fixture,
both schools were happy to play as mixed teams. It was
wonderful to see how the boys and girls started interacting and communicating on the field.
Early domination of ball was to be expected by the boys;
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however, the game started to flow once the girls picked
up the pace of the game.
The soccer season has definitely kicked off on the right
note and we look forward to a promising season. The
boys are keen and ready to get things going!

Miles of River
The weather was cool on Sunday 21 February as the
Preppies competed in the annual River Mile swim held on
Bushman’s River.
Under strict Covid restrictions, we were only able to send
down our top swimmers in their various age groups.
The current in the Bushman’s River was swift and our
boys were pushed to their limits in their half-mile stretch.
The Preppies were competing against St Andrew’s
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Poolin’ Around
After much anticipation, the Prep U13 boys finally got
their first taste of some competitive waterpolo action this
past Friday. The boys’ hard work over the last few weeks
paid off when they were awarded a fixture against DSG.
The squad was divided into two competitive sides, the
Worthy Warriors vs Stanley Stormers. Both the girls and
the boys played some exceptional waterpolo, with plenty
of goals being scored.

Thank you to DSG for hosting the fixtures and we look
forward to Round 2 after half-term.
Mr Matthew Stanley
Waterpolo Coach
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College (Grades 8 and 9 boys), and DSG Junior and
Senior (Grades 8 and 9).
However, nothing seemed to stop Joshua Van Zyl as he
swam like a champion, coming in first for Prep and finishing fourth overall in an outstanding time of 11 minutes
and 44 seconds. Well done, Josh!

At the end of the day it was all about exposing everyone
to this incredible sport that we all love, but more importantly simply having FUN!
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Court is in Session

“The key is not the `will to win’ ...
everybody has that. It is the will to
prepare to win that is important.”
- Bob Knight
On Saturday 20 February, the entire U13 basketball club
had fixtures: Prep U13As played DSG U15As and the
Prep U13B team played U14B SAC.
The U13As started off the morning a bit slow with the
boys struggling to wake up and get going after an early
start. However, the Preppies soon found their rhythm and
energy and started showing the DSG girls how Preppies
truly play basketball. It was a physical game, but the
boys were more than up for the challenge and used their
speed and gritty defense to ward off the DSG girls’ attack.
The U13A team came up victorious and won the game
21-11.
The U13Bs were fired-up for their game, determined to
show the St Andrew’s College U14B team how far they
have come with their basketball skills. The boys started
off with all cylinders firing, boxing out the bigger boys,
shooting when they were free and showing great determination to win. The College boys were a tough opposition
for the Preppies and challenged them in every aspect of
the game. It was a great learning game for the boys and
a great start to the season.
The Prep boys are developing nicely into young competitive basketball players.
Mr Matthew-Adam Bloem
Basketball Coach
Make every second count
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In The Beginning ...
Scripture lessons are a firm favourite among the boys
in every class at Senior Prep. The Grade 5s have had a
great time reading and learning from Genesis, the first
book in the Bible. This week, they have been learning all
about how God created the earth and everything that is in
it. God created a bountiful, beautiful home for the
treasured beings that he would create last – us!
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temptation of eating the fruit that
God specifically told them not to
eat. It was a great lesson and
super message for all the boys,
as they were reminded that we
can all be tempted by things that
look amazing and inviting, but
are not always what they seem.
The boys explored some ideas
around choices and the knock-on
effect they have on other parts of their
lives and on those around them.

They also learnt that it is wise to obey what
the Lord asks of us, because He created us, He
knows us perfectly, He has a purpose for each and every
one of us and knows what is best for us.
Mrs Fiona van der Merwe
Scripture Teacher

The boys are learning that we are God’s special
creation and how amazing and unique each and every
one of us is. After God created us He said that He was
very pleased.
This week we looked specifically at the story of Adam
and Eve and how they were deceived by the serpent.
Life is full of choices and every choice has consequence.
Some choices lead to good things and others lead to bad.
The boys had fun as they dressed up and acted out the
story of Adam and Eve, with the serpent (snake) and the
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Construction of a Preppie
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The Grade 7s get creative constructing a map of South
Africa from wooden offcuts.
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I stood up grinning.
Mr Carnac asked me what was so funny and I replied
that he didn’t hit as hard as my Dad. In retrospect, that
was not a very clever answer, because without hesitation
he said “bend over“ and gave me another `cut’ and that
stripe must have set a long-standing record.

Memories from an Old Preppie ...
We recently received a message from another of our Old
Preppies - some thoughts and smiles that have come
back from his time as a boy in blue.
I’ve never done this before, but having got to that age of
reminiscing, I have often told this story which I will repeat
in as short a version as possible.
Prep was one great adventure from the first day till the
last. I suspect my only claim to fame was always being
in trouble and this is from about my first day in 1948 (I
think).
After supper at Fairlawn, we all sat down for homework.
We were neither allowed to talk nor look up and, as it
happened, I was caught looking up. In consequence, I
had to step out of order and report to Mr Ted
Rivett-Carnac. As you can imagine this was a mighty
scary experience! After a brief sentencing, I had to go
and select a ‘kweperlat’, as was the custom in those
days, which delivered three blows.
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I would like to add another memory which was brought
to mind by Whittle’s story, which epitomized the care and
thought that went into each and every Preppie.
My younger brother and I arrived back from holiday, just
starting to show signs of chicken pox which really did not
please anyone. Lou Mullins came up with the solution to
preventing an epidemic at the wrong time of the term: we
were sent off to the Whites farm (Lou’s parents) on the
Fish River somewhere between Piggott Bridge and
Carlisle Bridge for
about three weeks.
Besides having this
extra holiday, we had
what was almost certainly the best holiday
ever (despite my dodgy
memory). I can still
recall almost every
second we spent with
that most wonderful
couple. Ahhh! such
is the pleasure of old
memories.
Cheers and Regards
John Fenwick
(OP 1948-1951)
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